
THE STORY OF

CHECK,

ELECTRONIC
PAYMENTS



/^Hey, Pablo, ^^s.
f let's go out and \
I celebrate. Do you wantl

Jfc to get a pizza? /



Money orders are forms
that my grandmother buys

to pay her bills. I give money
to the postal clerk, who types
the amount of each of my
grandmother's bills on

separate forms.



There has to be
an easier way to pay
bills. I'll ask my dad
about it tonight.

He works in a bank.



What's so great about
having a checking account,

Mr. Banks?

Also, a checking account ^\
'is safe. With a checking account, 1

you don't have to walk around I

with a lot of cash. J



Another benefit is that you
can probably pay lower fees to

have money sent to relatives

outside of the country.

Print the name of the

company or person to whom
you're writing a check.

Fill in the date.
Write the amount of

the check in numbers.



Basically, a check is a written order that tells your financial

institution to transfer funds from your account to the account
of an individual or business that receives your check.

GRANDMA'S

BANK

.ELECTRIC

'COMPANY'S

BANK

And blank deposit slips are available at

the bank. If you use a blank deposit slip,

be sure to write your account number
and your name on it.
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On the deposit slip, list each check
you are depositing and write the

total amount of the deposit

(cash plus checks) on the bottom.
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Now, how am I going to

keep track of all my checks
and deposits?

The best way is to write them down
in your check register so that you'f

always know how much money you
have in your account.



Once my hip is better, will I be able
to use one of those cash machines

with this account?

Actually, you'll get a
statement and your cancelled
checks - or copies of them

depending on what your bank
offers - so you can balance your
:hecking account. Many banks
even let you check your

account online.



Step 1 : When you
get your statement,
you should put a mark
In your check register

next to each check,
deposit and ATM
withdrawal that you
see listed in your
statement.



With the billions of checks written each year,

wouldn't it take months for my bank to
figure out that I didn't have enough money

in my account to cover a check?

You'd be surprised.

The check processing

and payments system in the

United States is very efficient.

Banks find out within a few
days, at most, if you have

sufficient funds to
cover a check.

Even if you don't do business with the same
bank, your bank would be able to discover if

you didn't have enough money to pay the check
and would return it - unpaid — to Jeff's bank.
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So, when a bank sends a check to be
processed, the machines read the

magnetic ink numbers, or MICR line,

identifying the bank whose customer
wrote the check, as well as the

customer and the amount

\>^^ of the check.



So, how exactly are

checks processed?

Let's say that you just wrote
a check for an MP3 player at

a local electronics store.

First, the electronics

store deposits your check in

its account with Friendly Bank,
which enters a line of magnetic
ink characters, or MICR line, on
the check for the total check
amount, for example, $150.

Then, Friendly Bank pays, or credits, the electronics
store's account $150 and can send the check on to the

Federal Reserve to be cleared, or processed.

mi
Electronics
-store:

'<m7rn.ua

$150
en

H
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Once checks arrive at a Fed check processing facility, they go through

a reader-sorter machine that can shoot 1 ,500 checks a minute into as

many as 36 different pockets representing banks or groups of banks.

xzn

In addition to reading the magnetic ink characters, the processing

sorter bundles together all checks drawn on banks in the facility's Federal

Reserve District and those drawn on banks located elsewhere.

Simultaneously, a computer prints a listing of the checks that were
sorted into each pocket and their total dollar value.

After the checks are processed, they are

packaged with a matching computer
list and sent by truck or plane to a local

Federal Reserve facility serving the bank
on which the check was drawn. That Fed
facility, in turn, sends the checks to the

banks of the customers who wrote them.



^^ There is an alternative

/ process, too, that transmits
I electronic images of checks,
\ instead of paper checks,
Nw between banks.

Is it possible that ^
the amount of my check ]

could be recorded /

ncorrectly. J

The sorting machines read the magnetic ink
characters in the left hand corner of the check.

These characters identify your financial
Institution and the check amount.

There are rare instances in which these characters
are read incorrectly and sometimes the wrong
dollar amount is entered. You should be sure to
take a look at your account statements when you

receive them to double check.
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A Federal Reserve Bank that is receiving either

an electronic, or a paper, copy with the magnetic
ink characters has all of the Information it needs

to credit and debit the accounts of banks.

The Federal Reserve Banks credit the banks depositing their customer's checks. If the bank paying the check received by
the Fed is located in the same Fed District, then the Fed debits that bank the same day.

"merchants!
1 LOCAL A^jo
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If the bank paying the check is located in another Fed District, the check is sent to that Federal Reserve District for

payment. That can take an extra day. When the Federal Reserve Bank presents a check to your bank - say it's for

$150 - your bank reduces your account by $150 to pay $150 to the Fed.
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In fact, even if the Fed does not
process checks for certain banks,
it plays a part in the transfer of

money that banks owe each other for
checks written by their customers. This
task is called settlement of accounts.

Why does the Federal
Reserve play such a large

role in all of this?

Well, among other
things that the Fed does, it's the
Fed's job to keep our payments
system efficient and secure.

By payments system, I mean the ways consumers,
businesses and governments pay bills, accept

payments and settle their accounts with one another.
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What about my
grandmother's pension

check? Can we talk to her
about that? It would make
life easier for her while

her hip heals.

Sure, I will explain how it works.
It would really cut down her trips to
the bank. She wouldn't have to carry

cash and she could start to pay
bills electronically, too.

The idea behind the direct deposit of money is to replace payments usually
made by check with an electronic transfer of funds. A lot of electronic
payments are handled by the automated clearinghouse (ACH). It is made

up of many financial institutions and includes the Fed.
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Banks send and receive electronic payment
instructions by computer, either through the

FedACH network, run by the Fed, or the

Electronic Payments Network (EPN),

a separate, private automated clearinghouse.

If bank customers want to have money deposited into their

accounts electronically, they simply have to give the sender,

such as their employer, their account information, such as

their bank's routing number and their own account number.

Bank customers who want to have money taken directly out

of their account to pay their bills can fill out a card authorizing

their bank to make payments to specific companies.

The ACH system sorts these payment
messages and delivers them to each

bank in the network, telling them which bank
has accounts to be debited or credited.

Then, the banks pass the credits and debits

on to their customers by adjusting their

account balances upward or downward.



IT
Six months later,

at Gotham College in

upstate New York.

I just got back from the athletic
office and found out my

scholarship won't pay for books.
Classes start tomorrow and

I need $500 now. 1

1

It's simple. I just activate
an account on the web and
add money to the card.

I just need your student ID
number and I will go online.

I would normally ^v
mail a check to add \

money, but since you need
money quickly, I will /
pay by credit card. J
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f WhiWhat else can you buy?
My dad said that

the monev should oo onlv
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"The Story of Checks and Electronic

Payments" uses the story of two
basketball-playing buddies to discuss:

the roles of checks and electronic

payments in helping our economy
function smoothly,

personal finance skills such as

writing a check and balancing a

checking account,

the role of the Federal Reserve

in facilitating payments in

our economy, and

the advantages of checks and

electronic payments over cash.
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